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The development of a loudspeaker is often seen as a pure race for technological innovation. The way
Highland Audio engineering team approaches R&D is quite different: technology remains a way to reach the
sound reproduction perfection and nothing more.
Virtuoso 9901: Static Art Series Loudspeakers by Highland Audio

Because of its capacity to create a sound approaching perfection, the
electrostatic technology has always fascinated music lovers.

With the Virtuoso 9901, Highland Audio reveals loudspeakers of a rare
quality, leaving no space for compromise.
Its wide frequency response, from the deepest bass to the highest frequency,
is a result of the use of electrostatics units.
The use of conventional electrodynamic speakers to reproduce the low
frequencies leads to several real issues, mainly problems related to phase
coherence and an unacceptable non-linearity.

On the Virtuoso 9901, the surface area devoted to the bass reproduction is equal to four 38 cm woofers… per
loudspeaker!
The bass produced by these ultra-light diaphragms is then quick and sharp.
With such an amazing surface size, there is no need for a larger diaphragm, for us to physically feel the
infra-bass.

The Virtuoso 9901 requiring optimum listening conditions, will be presented in worldwide exclusivity,
on January 29th, during a private listening session taking place in a private hotel in Amsterdam during
ISE.

Highland Audio is today proud to announce the availability of the Slàn line of on-wall loudspeakers.

Although Highland Audio has been working on in/on wall speaker solutions for
the last 3 years, none of the existing technologies ever managed to fulfil the
French manufacturer’s expectations in terms of musicality. Most of the
existing systems often offer poor performances in the bass reproduction.

Using a unique bass reflex technology (the AVS®), Slàn line of loudspeakers is the custom solution for all
the music addicts who look for a discreet hi-fi or home cinema system.
For the very first time in the world, an on-wall speaker combines all the strengths of the awarded Highland
Audio Hi-Fi products. The mid-band is really tidy; voices are rendered extremely well, with a sense of
naturalness that’s normally the preserve of High End very expensive Hi-fi pieces. The Slàn speakers sound
fast and clean, and, more surprisingly for on-wall products, they give an incredible impression of deep bass,
thanks to the Highlands’ patented Bass Reflex new AVS® technology.

Highland Audio Slàn line will surely please a large variety of users. The musicality, the bass performance,
the ease of installation and the extraordinary good price for value of those new products will surely create a
real breakthrough in the loudspeakers and custom installation industries.
Slàn also reinforces the strong will of Highland Audio to penetrate the custom installation market, offering
clever solutions that take into consideration the sound reproduction quality.
Slàn will be available on the European market in Q2 2008.

Availbility of the new Oran 44 serie
Recently introduced at the IFA 2007 in Berlin, the 44 line has been improved again during the winter.
Featuring improved filter, improved tweeter and improved woofers, they will surely bring even more
pleasure to the music lovers in terms of performance and musicality.
This new version is similar to the serial products that will be available in Europe in March 2008. The Oran 44
line will offer 1 compact bookshelf, 2 floorstanders and a central speaker. The 4401 (bookshelf) and the 4405
(high end floorstander) will be in demonstration at the coming ISE, driven by CARAT electronics. The Oran 44
will be available in Cherry and Walnut wood veneer as well as in a wonderful black piano finish.
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